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BOL and Visual Basic on .NET is a comprehensive guide to help mainframe  programmers successfully complete a .NET retraining effort. This book is  intended for the COBOL/CICS mainframe community of programmers making the  transition from the mainframe to .NET, and also for those who simply wish to  broaden their .NET knowledge base.

Starting with a complete set of .NET retraining prerequisites and a full  chapter answering the question “What is .NET?” Richardson skillfully takes you  through such essential topics as the .NET Framework, database access, Windows,  the Web, and web services. Additional topics include printing with Crystal  Reports, using XML and HTML, .NET configuration, and security for Web  services.

Richardson also includes information to help the mainframe programmer with  infrastructure setup issues, often faced when deploying modules using Internet  Information Server and COM+. He provides you with the tools to learn both  COBOL.NET and Visual Basic .NET, illustrated by extensive code samples in the  book.

Drawing upon many legacy mainframe analogies, Richardson's conversational  writing style makes this book both informative and an enjoyable read. COBOL  and Visual Basic on .NET: A Guide for the Reformed Mainframe Programmer is a  complete and definitive .NET guide for the mainframe programmer.
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Topological Methods in Data Analysis and Visualization: Theory, Algorithms, and Applications (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2011

	The deluge of data observed throughout research and industry has turned the analysis of the resulting information into the primary limiting factor for the rapid progress of science, engineering, and medicine. The field of visualization strives to tackle this data analysis challenge by devising visual representations that afford users an...
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Performance Testing Guidance for Web ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 2007

	Performance Testing Guidance for Web Applications provides an end-to-end approach for implementing performance testing. Whether you are new to performance testing or looking for ways to improve your current performance-testing approach, you will gain insights that you can tailor to your specific scenarios.


	The information in this...
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Intermodulation Distortion in Microwave and Wireless Circuits (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003

	This unique new book is your single resource for all issues related to intermodulation and multi-tone distortion in microwave and wireless circuits. Beginning with an overview of the general concepts of distortion in microwave and wireless devices, it delves into the theory and practical aspects of nonlinear distortion, tools for nonlinear...
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JavaScript Step by Step (Step by Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		
			Your hands-on guide to JavaScript fundamentals

		
			Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the fundamentals of JavaScript. If you have previous programming experience but are new to JavaScript, this tutorial delivers the step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and...
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slide:ology: The Art and Science of Creating Great PresentationsO'Reilly, 2008

	Presentations have become the de facto business communication

	tool. Companies are started, products are

	launched, climate systems are saved—possibly based on

	the quality of presentations. Likewise, ideas, endeavors,

	and even careers can be cut short due to ineffective

	communication. Out of the millions of presentations...
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Creative Project ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The seven essential tools for keeping projects on time and under budget


	You're executing risk management, leadership, and planning--all hallmarks of outstanding project management. And yet you're still having trouble keeping your projects on schedule.


	Creative Project Management adds two new elements to...
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